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DATA PRIVACY & 4AMLD 





KYC 

 KYC (Know your customer) is the 
basic rule implemented by financial 
institutions in terms of risk 
assessment and monitoring and is also 
a mandatory requirement imposed by 
money laundering legislation.  

 “KYC” refers to the steps taken by a 
financial institution (or business) in 
order to: 

• Establish customer identity 

• Understand the nature of the 
customer’s activities (primary goal is 
to satisfy that the source of the 
customer’s funds is legitimate) 

• Assess money laundering risks 
associated with that customer for 
purposes of monitoring the customer’s 
activities 

 



HOW MUCH? 

 

 

 

 The purpose of the Fourth Anti-
Money Laundering Directive 
(4AMLD) is straightforward: to 
prevent any damage to the integrity, 
balance and reputation of the financial 
sector by identifying illicit cash flows 
aimed at financing terrorism and 
organized crime.  

 To what extent do we need to know the 
client and its business, what are we 
allowed to find out and from what 
sources, how can we use the data 
identified and to whom are we allowed 
to disclose it? 

 



DATA PRIVACY IMPACT 

 The Directive makes reference to the creation of a database 
containing information on “beneficial owners” 

 The information that the obliged entities need to hold must be 
appropriate, accurate and up to date  

 Who will have access to the information in such 
databases (records): relevant authorities, financial 
information institutions, without restriction, obliged entities 
when such take preventive measures regarding their clients,  
other people or organizations that can prove a legitimate 
interest in terms of money laundering, financing of terrorism 
and prior related crimes such as corruption, criminal offences 
and fraud     

 Individuals proving a legitimate interest must have access to 
at least the following information: name, month and year 
of birth, nationality and country of residence of the 
beneficial owner, as well as the nature and extent of 
the benefit generating interest held   

 Member states must ensure that the obliged entities, upon 
enforcement of the preventative measures regarding their 
clients, will not exclusively rely on the central repository which 
will be created.  There will be a risk based approach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DATA PRIVACY ISSUES 

 

 The existence of covert, unclear data 
processing purposes 

 

! The processing of data for purposes other 
than the one for which the data was 
collected is a breach of the data processing 
proportionality principle 

 

 The access of the wide audience to 
information on beneficial owners: the 
ones that prove an interest 

 

! Uncertainty regarding the purpose of the 
data processing and of the entities entitled 
to access such data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSIONS 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key concerns:  

• observing the rules on the need and 
proportionality of data processing, if 
such processing serves a truly 
legitimate interest which is specific 
and clearly identified.  

• defining the “legitimate interest” 
concept by member states thus 
arising the risk of differentiated 
nationwide approaches and of using 
data in an opportunistic manner.   

Main issue:  

• obliged entities will be facing a 
dilemma: 4AMLD vs. GDPR 

 



Thank you! 


